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of Venice set a great artist, Messer Francesco Raibolini
(detto II Francia), who painted the dulcet Pieta in the
National Gallery, to cut a fount of type after the lovely
handwriting of the poet Petrarch. That is the Aldine, or
original Italic type; the script of a fourteenth-century
singer. Can the twentieth century, with its manifold appli-
ances, its labour-saving machinery, better that handiwork,
or approach that design; or would a Royal Academician
condescend to cut types for a printer! Look at the portrait-
medals and pictures of the day to see of what fashion were
these elaborately simple men of the fifteenth century:—
The English type, sturdy, recondite, and simple; the French
type, simple and light and vain; the Italian, subtle and
simple and strong—an English Hospitaller, a French cardi-
nal, an Italian scholar called, The Phoenix of Genius;
John Kendal, Grand Prior of the Knights of St. John
of Jerusalem in England; Cardinal-Archbishop Georges
d'Amboise; and Messer Giovanni Pico della Mirandola;
on their medals in the British, and Victoria and Albert,
Museums. The painters of this era, after Giotto, had
emancipated themselves from the domination of the
Church. They refused any longer to be bound by that
decree of the Council of Nicaea (a.d. 787), which calmly,
inexorably, and altogether justifiably ordained:—It is not
the invention of the painter which creates the picture; but
an inviolable law, a tradition of the Church. It is not the
painter, but the holy fathers, ivho have to invent and dic-
tate. To them, manifestly, belongs the composition; to the
painter, only the execution. The fifteenth century was the
century of broken bonds—bonds of discipline, bonds of
morality. Men tasted liberty, had discovered Man; and,
like schoolboys breaking bounds, playing truant, dazed in
some rich orchard, they revelled and rollicked among fruits
hitherto forbidden, potentialities long-dormant now alive*
Unaccustomed sight had yet but imperfect impressions.
Men saw "men as trees walking"; but as far as they went

